ABSTRACT In mathematics and engineering fields, solving online time-varying matrix equation P(t)X (t)Q(t) = W (t) problem is fundamental and vital. A novel varying-gain recurrent neural network (VG-RNN) is proposed to obtain the online solution of such time-varying matrix equation problem. Distinguished from the conventional gradient-based neural network (termed as GNN), zeroing neural network (termed as ZNN), and finite-time zeroing neural network (termed as FTZNN), the design parameter of VG-RNN is changing with time t goes. Theoretical analysis proves that VG-RNN achieves superexponential convergent performance when solving the online time-varying matrix equation. Simulation comparisons illustrate that VG-RNN possesses the capability of faster convergence rate than that of GNN, ZNN, and FTZNN. Besides, activated by different activation functions, the convergence performance of VG-RNN can be improved.
I. INTRODUCTION
Online time-varying matrix equation problems arise universally in engineering and science fields, such as signal processing [1] - [4] , modeling methods [5] - [9] , imageprocessing [10] , and robot inverse kinematics [11] - [16] . The traditional approaches to solve this kind of equations are numerical methods. In general, the cubic of matrix dimension decides the minimal computations of numerical methods [17] , [18] . For instance, O(n 3 ) operation is a conventional recursive numerical calculations based on serial-processing system, which could not track time-varying problems and might be inefficient for solving online largescale matrix equations [19] , [20] . Furthermore, it may lead to a problem that the computer may break down under excessive loads if large-scale online data are managed [21] . Although traditional numerical algorithms have been improved to decrease the arithmetic operations to some extent, they are merely appropriate for computation of certain special structured matrices. The time cost of computing largescale matrix is still dissatisfied with time-varying demand, i.e., O(n 2 ) operations to calculate Toeplitz [22] , Cauchy, and Vandermonde matrices [23] .
To remedy the shortage of numerical methods, parallel computing schemes are investigated to acquire better convergence performance. Recently, several neural-dynamic solver models have been investigated and improved as a result of in-depth research [24] - [27] . Owing to the parallel distributed property and the simplicity of electronic implementation, the neural-dynamic method is deemed to an excellent alternative for online calculation and optimization [28] - [32] . As an early and typical neural network, gradient neural network (GNN) is originally presented to solve static algebraic equation, and it can be also extended to solve the algebraic equation. GNN can be designed by the following procedures [20] , [33] - [35] . Firstly, design a scalar-valued error function E g (X (t)) = ||P(t)X (t)Q(t) − W (t)|| 2 F /2. Obviously the solution can be acquired when the error function approaches to zero. Then, a negative gradient is chosen to be the descent direction of this scalar-valued error function for reaching the mineral point. Besides, a fixed-value parameter is designed for controlling the convergence rate. It is worth mentioning that GNN is useful only when the equations to be solved are static, i.e., time-invariant [20] . In other words, there exists deviation between the negative gradient direction and the declining direction of the scalar-valued error function when solving the time-varying matrix equations.
Under such circumstances, zeroing neural network (termed as ZNN) has been put forward. Different from the scalartype error function of GNN, ZNN utilizes the time derivative of matrix/vector-type error function in computing process, which would contain some forecast capability [20] , [36] - [39] . However, if it is desired to obtain fastest convergence performance, the design parameters of ZNN (corresponding to reciprocals of capacitive parameters or inductance parameters ) are supposed to be biggest possible, which may be improper on practical hardware systems [40] . Additionally, with huge dimension of coefficient matrices and the wide-ranged initial values, ZNN model would be less effective.
For the sake of improving the convergence performance, researchers have put forward a variety of other neural networks to calculate the time-varying equation. A novel sign-bi-power activation function was proposed to expedite zeroing neural network for saving time cost in solving time-varying Sylvester equations by Li et al. [41] . Additionally, two complex-valued mapping activation functions were designed to guarantee the global convergence performance when solving time-varying complex-valued equations [42] . For enhancing the convergence rate of ZNN, the tunable sign-bi-power activation function was designed to solve Sylvester equation in [4] . Xiao [43] investigated an improved ZNN utilizing the weighted sign-bi-power activation function for finite-time property in time-varying nonlinear equation solving. Jin presented a formula of integration-enhanced ZNN with noise-suppressing property in time-varying linear equations system solving [44] . A finite-time zeroing neural network (FTZNN) was employed to compute time-varying Sylvester matrix equations for accelerating the convergence rate [45] - [47] .
It is worth mentioning that all the design parameters of aforementioned neural networks are set as fixed values. However, the main difficulty of these existing models in solving time-varying matrix equations is that the convergence parameter should be set as large as possible, which is hard to achieve in the practical systems. Besides, the convergence parameters are always related to the reciprocal of capacitive parameters and inductance parameters, which are time-varying in most cases. Hence, It is necessary to propose a novel timevarying parameters neural network to meet the practical need.
The motivations of the paper are listed as follows. Firstly, a novel neural network model with superior convergent property is urgently needed since time-varying matrix equations have been widely applied to a variety of fields. Secondly, in order to get over the difficulty that the majority of existing neural networks are fixed-parameter and the parameters should be set as large as possible in hardware implementation, it is necessary to develop an improved approach with hardware acceptable parameters and excellent convergence performance. Last but not the least, most practical systems are associated with time-varying electric circuit parameters, hence an accurate and efficient recurrent neural network with time-varying parameters for solving online problems should be developed to fit in with the characteristics of the actual systems. Motivated by aforementioned three practical needs, a novel varying-gain recurrent neural network (named as VG-RNN) is proposed. Our proposed VG-RNN can obtain the super-exponential convergence property for solving online time-varying matrix equation P(t)X (t)Q(t) = W (t). With this time-varying power-type parameter, the convergence rate can maintain relatively high when the residant error goes small. Therefore, the convergence performance can be enhanced.
The rest of this paper is structured as below. Section II illustrates the problem formulation of time-varying matrix equation and the design process of VG-RNN in detail. For comparisons, the traditional GNN, ZNN and FTZNN models are also presented. In Section III, five theorems, i.e., Equivalence Theorem, Convergence Theorem, Activation Function Theorem, Convergence Time Theorem and Residual Error Theorem are presented to analyze the super-exponential convergence capability of VG-RNN. Illustrative examples are presented in Section IV. Section V gives the conclusion.
The main scientific contributions of the paper are listed as follows.
• A novel varying-gain recurrent neural network design formula is proposed and analyzed in detail, which distinguishes from all the existing neural networks. To the best of authors' knowledge, it is the first time that such an algorithm has been proposed to solve the time-varying matrix equations with excellent convergent performance.
• Super-exponential convergence properties of VG-RNN are verified theoretically and the influence of diverse activation functions in the convergence process is investigated and analyzed specifically. Besides, the convergence performance between VG-RNN and ZNN is compared in detail to demonstrate the superiority of VG-RNN, i.e., faster convergence rate in time-varying matrix equations solving.
• Simulation results and comparisons between VG-RNN, GNN, ZNN and FTZNN verify the excellent convergence performance of VG-RNN in time-varying matrix equations solving. Additionally, activation functions simulations are conducted to improve the convergence performance. VOLUME 6, 2018
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND NEURAL SOLVER
To begin with, we present the problem formulation of time-varying equation at first. Next, the design process of VG-RNN is illustrated in detail. For comparisons, the ZNN, FTZNN and GNN models are also illustrated.
A. TIME-VARYING MATRIX EQUATION
The time-varying matrix equation is described as
where P(t) ∈ R m×m , Q(t) ∈ R n×n , W (t) ∈ R m×n denote time-varying coefficient matrices. And X (t) ∈ R m×n denotes the equation solution to be found. Additionally, the timevarying matrices P(t), Q(t), W (t), and their time derivative
, are supposed to be given or can be precisely evaluated. To lay a foundation for the following discussion, the regularity condition is proposed as follows. Regular Condition: There exists a positive real number θ > 0 satisfying that
where symbol ⊗ represents the Kronecker product of A = [a ij ] ∈ R m×m and B = [b ij ] ∈ R n×n , which is defined to be a larger matrix as and I ∈ R (mn×mn) denotes the identity matrix. Worth mentioning, there is no need to define a certain number for θ .
The following results can be given under the above regular condition:
• Result 2: Online linear time-varying matrix (2.1) is uniquely solvable only if P(t) ∈ R m×m and Q(t) ∈ R n×n are nonsingular when t ∈ [0, +∞). Obviously, the first result follows from the manipulations of Kronecker product [48] that the left side of result 1 is the same as Equation (2.2). Thus it can be concluded that matrix Q T (t) ⊗ P(t) should be nonsingular.
B. VG-RNN MODEL
For solving Equation (2.1), a varying-gain recurrent neural network (VG-RNN) is designed. The design process of the VG-RNN is as follows.
1) Firstly, a matrix-form error function attached to Equation (2.1) is defined, i.e.,
2) Secondly, a descent direction is expected to force the above error function E(t) converge to zero, hence the implicit dynamic equation of Equation (2.4) is designed as
where positive parameters α and β are designed to guarantee the convergence rate. The computational task is that each element e ij (t) of E(t) should converge to zero with an appropriate descent direction as fast as possible. F(·) : R m×n → R m×n is the activation function mapping. Since there exists numerous monotonically increasing odd activation functions, without loss of generality, four sorts of activation functions are taken into consideration in this paper. (as shown in Fig. 4) , i.e.,
• Linear activation function: F 1 (u) = u.
• Power-sigmoid activation function:
where p ≥ 2, p is odd and ξ ≥ 3.
• Sinh activation function:
• Tunable activation function:
with r > 0 and r = 1. Function sig r (u) is defined as
where |u| represents the absolute value of u ∈ R. For better convergence performance, the monotonically increasing odd activation functions F(u) should be applied .
1) Thirdly, Equation (2.5) is further reformulated into the implicit dynamic equation as follows,
Because the design parameter α exp(βt) is changing with time instant t goes, the proposed implicit dynamic is named as varying-gain recurrent neural network (VG-RNN). With randomly generated initial condition x(0), the online solution X (t) of Equation (2.1) can be obtained through the above VG-RNN (2.7). Applying the linear activation function F 1 (u) = u, the matrix equation (2.7) is simplified as
P(t)Ẋ (t)Q(t) = −Ṗ(t)X (t)Q(t) − P(t)X (t)Q(t)
− α exp(βt)P(t)X (t)Q(t)
Different form the traditional methods, i.e., gradientbased neural network (GNN), zeroing neural network (ZNN) and finite-time zeroing neural network (FTZNN), VG-RNN owns better convergence property, for example, faster convergence rate, which will be theoretically and mathematically discussed in the following sections. For the convenience of presenting the neural topological graph of proposed VG-RNN model (2.7) in a clear manner, we transform the above implicit dynamic equation into vector form as follows.
where
and − → w (t) represent the vector of x(t) and w(t).− → w (t) denote the time derivatives of vec w(t) .
Based on the vectorized equation (2.9), the neural topological graph of the VG-RNN model (2.7) is shown as Fig. 2 . Worth mentioning, the working process of the vectorized VG-RNN model (2.9) can be explained through the above neural topological graph. As Fig.2 presents, the vectorized VG-RNN model (2.9) is constituted from the neuron input vec x(0) , the weights K (t), G(t), H (t), the bias W (t), the neuron output vec x(t) and the neuron feedback vec(ẋ). The above coefficient matrices are derived from the solving of time-varying matrix (2.1). Therefore, the optimal solution of Equation (2.1) + mn multipliers, 3m 2 n 2 differential operators and a mn dimension activation function F(·).
C. ZNN MODEL
Zeroing neural network (ZNN) is a traditional approach applied to solve time-varying equations [3] , [40] . Hence, ZNN model is described for comparison. Specifically, for solving Equation (2.1), we define an error function E Z (X (t)) = P(t)X (t)Q(t) − W (t). The differential form of error function E Z (X (t)) is dE Z (X (t))/dt = −α Z F(E Z (X (t)), and it leads to the ZNN model, i.e.,
P(t)Ẋ (t)Q(t) =Ṗ(t)X (t)Q(t) − P(t)X (t)Q(t)
where F(·) denotes the activation function, and α Z is a fixedparameter designed to obtain better convergence rate. 
D. FTZNN MODEL
The neural dynamic formula of FTZNN is designed as
and it leads to the FTZNN model, i.e.,
P(t)Ẋ (t)Q(t) =Ṗ(t)X (t)Q(t) − P(t)X (t)Q(t)
where F(·) and α Z are set the same as ZNN model. Parameters γ 1 and γ 2 are both positive and p, q represent the odd integer satisfying q > p.
E. GNN MODEL
Another traditional approach (i.e. GNN) to solve the Equation (2.1), is on the basis of the gradient descent method. Specifically, we design a scalar type error function as
, where symbol || · || F represents the Frobenius norm of a vector, i.e., ||ι|| 2 F = trace(ι T · ι); P(t), Q(t) and W (t) are defined the same as before. The following equation is designed to improve the efficiency, i.e., dE
Hence it leads to the following GNN model, i.e.,
where F(·) denotes an activation function, and α G is a positive constant parameter. Table 1 .
Remark 2: In order to illustrate the differences and similarities of the aforementioned four neural networks, comparisons results among GNN, ZNN, FTZNN and VG-RNN have been listed in

III. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS
Theoretical analysis about the equivalence between matrixtype and vector-type of time-varying matrix equation (2.1) and the super-exponential convergence performance of VG-RNN (2.7) when using different activation functions are presented in this section.
The following proposed theorem about equivalence is conducive to the proof of convergence theorem.
Theorem 1 (Equivalence Theorem): The matrix-type timevarying equation (2.1) can be reformulated to the vector-type equation as follows
Proof: For a given matrix M, let M v denote its vth column, the following result is obtained, i.e.,
The above result draws the conclusion that
Considering the time-varying property, the above equation can be rewritten as Proof: To simplify computation process, we define X (t) = X (t) − X * (t) as the deviation between the state solution X (t) from VG-RNN (2.7) and the theoretical solution X * (t) of Equation (2.1). X (0) = X (0) − X * (0) is the initial solution, and its element is denoted as x(0).
Suppose ϒ(t) = P(t) X (t)Q(t), the error function E X (t) = ||P(t)X (t)Q(t)−W (t)|| 2 F of Equation (2.1) is given as follows
Without loss of generality, we apply a linear activation function F 1 (u) = u for further discussion. Due to space limitation and similarity, the proof of other activation functions are omitted here. Therefore, we can obtain following equation from VG-RNN (2.7) with a linear activation function F 1 . i.e.,
Since ϒ(t) = P(t) X (t)Q(t), the derivative of ϒ(t) is described as follows
Substituting Equation (3.5) into Equation (3.6), we can obtain
According to Equation (3.4), Equation (3.7) and matrix derivative techniques [49] , we can obtain the derivative of E(X (t)), i.e.,
Then, we integrate two sides of the equation, and we have
Therefore, we can obtain the equation of E( X (t)), i.e.,
According to Equivalence Theorem 1, we have
and when
Hence, for any initial state X (0), the residant error satisfies
Since parameters α and β are both positive, the left side of equation converges to zero in a super-exponential manner. Thus we conclude that starting from any initial state X (0), the residant error || X (t)|| F can super-exponentially converge to zero when all the matrices P(t) ∈ R m×m , Q(t) ∈ R n×n and W (t) ∈ R m×n are known and applying a monotonically increasing odd activation function F(·). The proof is thus completed. Proof: According to Theorem 2, the theoretical solution X * (t) can be tracked by the online solution X (t) in a superexponential way with all four kinds of activation functions mentioned in this article. For the sake of investigating the influence of the convergence performance with different activation functions, theoretical analysis about three cases with power-sigmoid, sinh and tunable activation functions are presented as follows.
1. Power-sigmoid activation function F 2 : For the sake of convenience, we first discussed e ij (t) ≥ 1 when using power-sigmoid activation function F 2 , where e ij (t) denotes the element of error function E(t) in ith row and jth column. Since Lyapunov function is applied to prove the stability of systems [49] . Considering the following Lyapunov function V(t) = e ij (t) 2 /2, the following time derivativeV(t) is presenteḋ
Based on Equation (2.5) and Equation (3.14), with powersigmoid activation function F 2 , we havė Since |e ij (t)| ≥ 1, p is odd and p + 1 ≥ 2, obviously,V ps (t) ≤ V li (t) ≤ 0 with the same e ij (t) when power-sigmoid and linear activation functions are used. Therefore, we conclude that VG-RNN (2.7) has better convergence performance with power-sigmoid function than that with linear function when |e ij (t)| ≥ 1 .
On the other hand, when 0 ≤ e ij (t) < 1, the time derivative of V ps (t) iṡ V ps (t) = −α exp(βt)e ij (t) δ 1 − exp − ξ e ij (t)
1 + exp − ξ e ij (t) (3.17)
To prove the better convergence performance of power-sigmoid activation function F 2 , the difference between time derivative of V(t) with linear activation function F 1 and power-sigmoid activation function F 2 is reformulated aṡ
For convenience, the last section of Equation (3.18) is depicted as
Since 1 > |e ij (t)| ≥ 0, the derivative of H ps is:
Considering when e ij (t) = 0 and e ij (t) = 1, H ps is equal to zero. Additionally, due to ξ 3 and δ > 1, the derivative of function H ps when e ij (t) = 0 is positive. Hence, there exists an extreme point = ln 2(δξ −1)+ √ 4δξ (δξ − 2) /2 satisfying 0 < < 1. Thus the derivative of H ps is nonnegative when e ij (t) ∈ [0, ] and negative when e ij (t) ∈ ( , 1]. In other words, the values of H ps when e ij (t) = 0 and e ij (t) = 1 is the minimum and function H ps is positive when 0 < e ij (t) < 1. Therefore, we have e ij (t)H ps ≥ 0 if 0 < e ij (t) ≤ 1 is satisfied.
Similarly, on the basis of definition of e ij (t) and F 2 , the same conclusion can be obtained when e ij (t) < 0 and the similar analysis is omitted. Hence, we can conclude that
Therefore, if |e ij (t)| = 0, the computation processing is complete. If |e ij (t)| = 0, the convergence rate of powersigmoid activation function F 2 is superior to that with linear activation function F 1 . Based on the above discussion, VG-RNN has better convergence performance with powersigmoid activation function F 2 than that with linear activation function F 1 .
2. Sinh activation function F 3 :
To verify the superiority of sinh activation function F 3 , the difference between the time derivative ofV(t) with sinh activation function F 3 and linear activation function F 1 is reformulated aṡ
For simplicity, the last section of Equation (3.21) is depicted as In addition, H si (0) = 0, then we can conclude that H si ≥ 0. For e ij (t) > 0, we have e ij (t)H si ≥ 0.
Similarly, on the basis of definition of e ij (t) and F 3 , the same conclusion can be obtained when e ij (t) < 0 and the similar analysis is omitted.
Thus, we can conclude that
Therefore, if |e ij (t)| = 0, the computation processing is complete. If |e ij (t)| = 0, the convergence rate of power-sigmoid activation function F 3 is superior to that with linear activation function F 1 . Based on the above discussion, VG-RNN has better convergence performance with sinh function F 3 than that with linear activation function F 1 .
Tunable activation function F 4 :
To prove the better convergence performance of tunable activation function F 4 , the difference between time derivative ofV(t) with linear activation function F 1 and tunable activation function F 4 is reformulated aṡ Similarly, the same conclusion when e ij (t) < 0 is obtained and the conduction process is omitted.
Therefore, if |e ij (t)| = 0, the computation processing is complete. If |e ij (t)| = 0, the convergence rate of power-sigmoid activation function F 4 is superior to that of linear activation function F 1 . Based on the above discussion, VG-RNN has better convergence performance with tunable activation function F 4 than that with linear activation function F 1 . The proof is thus completed. The following proposed theorem about convergence time is conducive to the proof of residant error theorem.
Theorem 4 (Convergence Time Theorem): In order to compare the convergence time of two systems M and N , taking Lyapunov functions V M (t)
0 and V N (t) 0, and the time derivativesV M (t) < 0 andV N (t) < 0 into consideration, if the derivativeV M (t) andV N (t) satisfy 0 >V M (t) >V N (t), then starting from the same initial value E M (0) = E N (0) of Equation (2.1) , where E(t) = P(t)X (t)Q(t)−W (t), the convergence time of V M (t) is longer than that of V N (t).
Proof: To begin with, we define two Lyapunov functions V M (t) 0 and V N (t) 0 where the ith row, jth column elements of V M (t) and V N (t) are defined as v M (t) = e 2 ij (t)/2 and v N (t) = e 2 ij (t)/2 with e 2 ij (t) being the ijth element of error function E(t), respectively. If the system activates from the same initial state E M (0) = E N (0), then there may exist one situation that e M (t m1 ) = e N (t n1 ) = τ and
, where τ is a positive number. Supposing that 0 >v M (t m1 ) >v N (t n1 ), and there exists another positive number τ slightly larger than τ and satisfying e M (t m2 ) = e N (t n2 ) = τ and v M (t m2 ) = v N (t n2 ) = (τ ) 2 /2 = τ 2 /2+ τ , where τ → 0 denotes the step length from τ 2 /2 to (τ ) 2 /2.
Since τ is very small, according to previous assumption 0 >v M (t m1 ) >v N (t n1 ), we can approximately consider that the inequality equation 0 >v M (t) >v N (t) is satisfied during the computational process of τ . Hence, computing the same amount of error from τ 2 /2 to (τ ) 2 /2, the time cost of two Lyapunov functions v M (t), v N (t) satisfies t m2 −t m1 = t M > t n2 − t n1 = t N . Then generalize to the whole process, starting from identical initial state v(0), the following relationship between the convergence time of aforementioned two Lyapunov functions is given:
It means that when going through the process from
, the convergence time with larger time derivatives of Lyapunov functions is longer than the smaller one. Hence, we can conclude that
The proof is thus completed.
Theorem 5 (Residual Error Theorem): Considering timevarying matrix equation P(t)X (t)Q(t) = W (t), supposing that ZNN (2.10) and VG-RNN (2.7) own the same parameter settings and initial states, the error function ||P(t)X (t)Q(t) − W (t)|| F of VG-RNN (2.7) is smaller than that of ZNN (2.10) in time-varying matrix equation P(t)X (t)Q(t) = W (t) solving.
Proof: According to aforementioned Lyapunov function definition, the time derivative of V VG (t) iṡ V VG (t) = −α exp(βt)e ij (t)F e ij (t) .
(3.32)
For comparisons, we also present the derivative ofV Z (t), i.e.,
Considering that the dynamic system starts from identical initial error E VG (0) = E Z (0), of which the ijth element is e ij (0), there exists
, where E Z (t a1 ) and E VG (t b1 ) are the error function e ij (t) generated by ZNN (2.10) and VG-RNN (2.7). Additionally, there exists another situation satisfying E Z (t a2 ) = E VG (t b2 ) = κ and v Z (t a2 ) = v VG (t b2 ) = (κ ) 2 /2. Thus, for the same error function E Z (t a1 ) = E VG (t b1 ) = κ, the relationship between the derivative of ZNN (2.10) and VG-RNN (2.7) is given as followṡ
Since α and β is positive,v Z (t) −v VG (t) = α(exp(βt) − 1) κF(κ) > 0, which meansv Z (t a1 ) >v VG (t b1 ). Hence, working with the same error from κ 2 /2 to (κ ) 2 /2, the convergence time satisfies t a2 − t a1 = t Z > t b2 − t b1 = t VG . That is to say, from identical initial value E VG (0) = E Z (0) to the state of E Z (t) = E VG (t), the convergence time cost of VG-RNN (2.7) is less than that of ZNN (2.10). In other words, the convergence performance of VG-RNN (2.7) is superior to that of ZNN model (2.10) when they compute with the same time interval. Since E Z (0) = E VG (0), we can conclude that
which indicates the residant error of VG-RNN (2.7) is less than that of ZNN (2.10). The proof is thus completed.
As for the convergence performance comparison between the ZNN model (2.10) and GNN model (2.13), it has been verified that since the variables of the time-varying equation are not static, GNN model (2.13) is difficult to track the theoretical solution of Equation (2.1), and the error function is unable to reach zero in time [37] . Therefore, ZNN model (2.10) is superior to GNN model (2.13) for solving time-varying matrix problem. Since FTZNN model (2.12) is an improvement of ZNN model (2.10), hence the convergence performance of FTZNN is superior to that of traditional ZNN.
IV. SIMULATION COMPARISONS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, two time-varying matrix equation examples are conducted to verify excellent convergence performance of VG-RNN (2.7). For comparisons and for illustrations, the simulation results of traditional GNN model (2.13), ZNN model (2.10) and FTZNN model (2.12) are also presented. All the simulations are performed with MATLAB R2017a, on a Lenovo ideapad700 with Intel Core i5 CPU at 2.30GHz, 8.00GB of RAM. The time-varying matrix equation (2.1) can be solved by Equation (2.7), which is computed by Ode45 solver of embedded MATLAB.
A. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE 1
Considering the real-time solution to Equation (2.1) with coefficient matrices P(t) ∈ R m×m , Q(t) ∈ R n×n and W (t) ∈ R m×n , with S denoting sin(t), C denoting cos(t) and S 2 denoting sin(2t), the following time-varying matrix coefficients is given as follows.
P(t)
:= cos(t) sin(t)
− sin(t) cos(t)
SinceṠ = C andĊ = −S, the time derivatives of above coefficient matrices arė
Worth noting, we use the above simple trigonometric functions as the matrix coefficients because it is easy to compute the theoretical solution X * (t) for verification and the residual errors. With above coefficients, the theoretical solution X * (t) of the time-varying equation is obtained as
1) COMPARISONS WITH DIFFERENT ACTIVATION FUNCTIONS
In this part, the convergence performance of VG-RNN (2.7) with different activation functions is illustrated to verify the aforementioned Convergence Theorem 2. The parameter p and ξ in power-sigmoid activation function F 2 are p = 3 and ξ = 4, respectively. Parameter r = 0.5 when using a tunable activation function F 4 . Firstly, the state variable X profiles generated by VG-RNN (2.7) with a linear, a power-sigmoid, a sinh, and a tunable activation functions when solving time-varying equation P(t)X (t)Q(t) = W (t) (2.1) are shown in Fig. 3 . As Fig. 3 shows, all the online solution X (t) (solid line) can converge to the theoretical solution X * (t) (dot line) with any random initial status in [−2, 2].
Secondly, computational error ||P(t)X (t)Q(t) − W (t)|| F of time-varying matrix equation (2.1) when using VG-RNN (2.7) with a linear, a power-sigmoid, a sinh, and a tunable activation functions are shown in Fig. 4 . To make the simulative result more comparable and easier to understand, parameters α and β of VG-RNN (2.7) are set as α = β = 1. Fig. 4 illustrates that using whatever activation functions, the computational error can converge to zero in T ∈ [0, 5]. In addition, when computational errors reach 0.005, the convergence time of VG-RNN with a linear, a power-sigmoid, a sinh and a tunable activation functions is 2.065 s, 1.436 s, 1.043 s and 0.914 s. The above simulation results indicate that the proposed VG-RNN (2.7) possesses excellent convergence performance, and the concrete performance differs from the use of different activation functions. As the simulations show that the power-sigmoid, sinh and tunable activation functions perform better than the linear activation function, which verifies Activation Function Theorem.
2) COMPARISONS WITH DIFFERENT DESIGN PARAMETERS
Since the set of design parameters α and β straightly influence in convergence performance when utilizing VG-RNN (2.7) to solve time-varying equation P(t)X (t)Q(t) = W (t), it is important to discuss the impact of different design parameters α and β. Considering parameter α first, the convergence time of different parameters α when computational error reaches 0.005 with four kinds of activation functions and β = 1 is presented in Table 2 . As can be seen from Table 2 , it is obvious that the convergence time is decreasing when parameter α changes from 0.1 to 10. Similarly, the increasing of parameter β can also improve the convergence performance (as shown in Table 3 ). Therefore, we can conclude that the design parameter α and β should be set as large as possible if the actual hardware permits. The time range and parameter selection should made a trade-offs among the convergent performance, computation time and memory.
3) COMPARISONS WITH OTHER NEURAL NETWORKS
In this section, the convergence performance of different neural network models are compared, i.e., traditional GNN model (2.13), ZNN model (2.10), FTZNN model (2.12) and the proposed VG-RNN (2.7). Fig. 5 shows the computational error ||P(t)X (t)Q(t) − W (t)|| F of time-varying matrix equation (2.1) when using the aforementioned four kinds of neural networks with different activation functions. In addition, Table 4 presents the convergence time cost of four neural networks when solving the time-varying equation. It can be seen that when employing whatever previous aforementioned activation functions, the convergence time cost of VG-RNN (2.7) is less than the other ones. Specifically, the convergence time is less than two seconds if the sinh or tunable activation functions are applied. Worth noting, when utilizing traditional GNN model (2.13) with the linear, powersigmoid and sinh activation functions, the computational error can not reach zero in T ∈ [0, 5]. These comparisons verify the superior performance of VG-RNN (2.7) compared with traditional GNN, ZNN and FTZNN models. 
B. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE 2
In order to further demonstrate the superiority of VG-RNN model (2.7), one more time-varying matrix equation solving problem is performed in this section. In the simulations, α = 0.5, β = 2. The specific time-varying matrix coefficients are The corresponding results are presented in Figs. 6 and 7. Specifically, the state solutions of VG-RNN in solving timevarying matrix equation are presented in Fig. 6 , and Fig. 7 shows the comparative computation errors when GNN, ZNN, FTZNN and VG-RNN are used. As Fig. 6 shows, from any random initial status in [−2, 2], all the online solutions X (t) (solid line) can track the theoretical solution X * (t) (dot line) perfectly. Besides, Fig. 7 indicates that VG-RNN (2.7) has shorter convergence time of computational error than that FIGURE 6. Theoretical solution X * (t ) (black dot line) and online solution X (t ) (solid line) of Equation (2.1) when using VG-RNN (2.7) with parameters α = 0.5, β = 2 and tunable activation function F 4 . of other three neural networks models. As seen in Fig. 7 , the time cost of the proposed VG-RNN (2.7) is very short, i.e., less than 1 second. In general, the high accuracy and fast convergence rate of the proposed VG-RNN (2.7) for online real-time varying matrix equation solving (2.1) is verified through the simulation results once again.
P(t)
:
V. CONCLUSION
A varying-gain recurrent neural network (VG-RNN) has been proposed for time-varying matrix equation P(t)X (t)Q(t) = W (t). The detailed design process has been presented and the theocratical analysis has proved that the computational error of the online solution X (t) can always converge to zero with the VG-RNN. In addition, with different activation functions, the performance of VG-RNN has been improved. Furthermore, two simulative examples have verified the accuracy and efficiency of VG-RNN solver with different activation functions and parameters. What is more, comparisons with three traditional recurrent neural networks verify the superiority of the VG-RNN in time-varying matrix equations solving. The future research is to apply this kind of neural network in reality, such as mathematical programming problems or robot motion planning.
